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Session Objectives

Explain why revenue recognition rules are changing
Develop and further your knowledge of ASC 606
Identify the possible impacts of the new revenue 
recognition model
Apply the concepts learned through examples
Know what to expect from your auditors

At the end of this session, you will be able to:
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Transition Timeline

Effective for public companies with fiscal years beginning after 
December 15, 2017
Effective for non-public companies with fiscal years beginning 
after December 15, 2018
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Transition Methods

Retrospective Approach Modified Retrospective 
Approach

Periods Impacted All periods presented Most current period presented
Contracts to Review Apply the standard to all 

contracts (open and completed) 
in each period presented as if it 
had been in effect since contract 
inception

Apply the standard to contracts 
that are in progress (not yet 
completed) and new at the date 
of initial application

Adoption Presentation Cumulative effect of change
reflected in opening balance of 
retained earnings in earliest 
period presented

Cumulative effect of change 
reflected in opening balance of 
retained earnings in the most 
current period presented
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Why Change Revenue Recognition?

Remove inconsistencies and weaknesses 
Develop a revenue recognition standard based on a single 
model for all revenue contracts
Improve comparability of revenue recognition practices across 
entities, industries, jurisdictions, and capital markets
Provide more useful information to users of financial statements 
through improved disclosures
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Comparison of Revenue Recognition Methods

100+ sources for revenue guidance

Fees must be fixed or determinable

Must have “persuasive evidence” of arrangement

No recognition of contingent revenue

Unit of account based on “standalone value”

No rules on accounting for modifications

Software industry held to a higher standard (VSOE)

Capitalizing contract acquisition costs optional

Revenue disclosures limited to policy discussion

Existing Standards New Standards

1 standard for all arrangements, all industries

Fees can be estimated

Must have “legally binding” arrangement

No similar prohibition; subject to estimation

Unit of account based on “distinct”

Modification rules can complicate accounting

Software guidance eliminated

Capitalizing contract acquisition costs required

Extensive disclosures required
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The Five Step Model

1

2

3

4

5

Identify the contract(s)

Identify the separate performance obligations in the contract(s)

Determine the transaction price

Allocate the transaction price to the separate performance 
obligations

Recognize revenue when each performance obligation is 
satisfied
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Step 1 – Identifying the Contract



Step 1 – Identifying the Contract

Approved and parties are 
committed to perform 

Rights and payment terms 
have been identified

Has commercial substance Collection is probable

A contract 
exists if…
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Contract Terms Example

ServeCo enters into a contract with a customer to provide 
monthly services for a three-year period. Each party can 
terminate the contract at the end of any month for any reason 
without compensating the other party (that is, there is no penalty 
for terminating the contract early)

What is the contract term for purposes of applying the revenue 
standard?
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Combining Contracts
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Are two or more contracts entered into at or near
the same time with the same customer?

Account for as separate 
contracts

Are one or more of the following met?
• Contracts were negotiated as a package with a 

single commercial objective
• Consideration in one contract depends on the 

other contract
• Goods or services promised in the contracts (or 

some goods or services) are a single 
performance obligation

Account for contracts 
together as a single 

contract

No

No

Yes

Yes



Contract Modifications
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Does the modification only 
affect the transaction price?

Are the remaining goods or 
services distinct? 

Yes

Does the modification add 
distinct goods or services?

Account for modification 
through a cumulative 
catch-up adjustment

Account for modification 
prospectively

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Does the contract price 
increase by an amount that 

reflects the standalone 
selling price of the additional 
distinct goods or services? Account for modification as 

a separate contract

Yes



Contract Modification Example
ServeCo enters into a three-year service contract with Customer for 
$450,000 ($150,000 per year). The stand-alone selling price for one 
year of service at inception of the contract is $150,000 per year
ServeCo accounts for the contract as a series of distinct services
At the end of the second year, the parties agree to modify the 
contract:
• Fee for the third year is reduced to $120,000
• Customer agrees to extend the contract for another three years 

for $300,000 ($100,000 per year)
How should ServeCo account for the modification?
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Step 2 – Identifying Performance 
Obligations



Step 2 - Identifying Performance Obligations 
Are promised goods or services distinct from other goods and services in the contract?

AND
Capable of Being Distinct Distinct Within the Context of 

Contract

Performance Obligation Not Distinct – Combine with 
Other Goods and Services 

Yes No
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Identifying Performance Obligations Example

ServeCo enters into a contract to provide a three-year software 
license and three years of post-contract customer support 
(PCS)
ServeCo never sells the software or the PCS on a stand-alone 
basis but does occasionally sell PCS separately; however, it 
does not have VSOE for PCS. PCS updates provided to the 
customer are mainly to cover bug fixes, minor updates and 
phone support

How many performance obligations are there and what are 
they?
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Steps 3 and 4 – Determine/Allocate the 
Transaction Price



Steps 3 and 4 – Determine/Allocate the 
Transaction Price

Transaction price = the amount of consideration to which an entity expects 
to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer

Variable 
consideration

Significant 
financing 

component
Noncash 

consideration
Consideration 
payable to a 

customer

Allocate based on relative stand-alone selling prices
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Variable Consideration

Performance 
bonusesIncentivesCreditsRefundsRebatesVolume 

discounts
Price 

concessions

Expected value Most likely amount
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Step 3 - Example

ServeCo enters into a one-year contract with a customer to 
provide SaaS services.  Contract guarantees the SaaS platform 
will maintain 99% uptime each month or customer will be 
entitled to a 5% credit of that month’s fees against the next 
month’s payment.

How does the platform uptime guarantee impact determination 
of the transaction consideration?
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Step 4 – Example

ServeCo enters into a contract to provide a one-year software 
license with bundled PCS.  ServeCo also bundles perpetual 
software licenses with the first year of PCS, with subsequent 
annual PCS renewals sold on a standalone basis at 25% of the 
initial license fees.  The software and PCS are separate 
performance obligations.

What is the standalone selling price of PCS associated with the 
term license?
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Step 5 – Recognize Revenue



Step 5 – Recognize Revenue 

Revenue is recognized as, or when, a customer obtains control 
– which can be over time or at a specific point in time
Control is transferred over time if:
• The customer controls the asset as it is created or enhanced; 

or
• The customer receives and consumes the benefits as the 

entity performs; or
• There is no alternative use for the asset, and the entity has 

the right to payment
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Step 5 - Example

ServeCo enters into a contract to provide a customer with a 
cloud-based solution over an annual period.  The customer 
cannot take possession of the software at any time during the 
hosting period.  The customer pays an upfront fee of $10,000 
and $2 for each transaction processed, payable on a monthly 
basis over the term of the arrangement.  If the contract is 
renewed, the customer will pay a similar upfront fee.

How should ServeCo recognize revenue for this arrangement?
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Other Considerations



What Should Companies Be Doing Now?

Identify a team

Financial statement audit considerations

Understand incremental costs of obtaining a contract

Evaluate business impacts

Enhance periodic disclosures
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Financial Statement Audit Considerations

Assess Design Implement
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What to Expect from your Auditors?

Implementation of Controls
• Evaluate new accounting pronouncements
• Evaluate the impact of new accounting pronouncements

Inquiry
• What procedures did the company perform to evaluate ALL contracts?
• Was the company’s team qualified and competent?
• How did the company ensure completeness of contracts reviewed?
• How did the company ensure contracts at subsidiaries were 

considered?
Testing

• Expect all significant contracts as well as a sample of contracts to be 
tested by your auditors utilizing the attributes discussed above.
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Incremental Costs of Obtaining a Contract

Would the costs be incurred 
regardless of whether the 

contract is obtained

They are incremental costs

Are the incremental costs 
expected to be recovered?

Do the costs meet the 
criteria to be capitalized as 

fulfillment costs? Expense costs as they are 
incurred

No

Yes

Yes

No

Capitalize costs

No

Yes
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Evaluate Business Impacts

Accounting and reporting

Systems and processes

Tax

Internal Control Environment

Operational Matters
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Disclosure Requirements

Understand 
nature, amount, 

timing, and 
uncertainty of 
revenue and 
cash flows

Disaggregation 
of revenue

Disaggregation 
of revenue

Contract 
balances
Contract 
balances

Performance 
obligations

Performance 
obligations

Significant 
judgments
Significant 
judgments

Costs to obtain 
or fulfill a 
contract

Costs to obtain 
or fulfill a 
contract
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QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU

Jessie Koepplin, CPA
612-397-3245
Jessie.Koepplin@CLAconnect.com

Paul Hays, CPA
813-384-2714
Paul.Hays@CLAconnect.com



Platform Tools: Advanced 
Allocations, Vendor Management, 
and Grant Award Management 
MARY ANNE HAKIM | CLIFTONLARSONALLEN, LLP
KATHERINE JASTRZEBSKI | CLIFTONLARSONALLEN, LLP



Session Objectives

Explore the features of the Grant Management application and 
its ability to streamline the awards administration process
Discover how to organize your Vendor Management by 
creating a centralized location for storage, management and 
procurement of important documents
Use the CliftonLarsonAllen Allocation Management module 
to perform month-end allocations and reclassifications

At the end of this session you will be able to:
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The Need for Automated Solutions



Grants Management Overview
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Many nonprofit organizations are dependent on grants for mission-
critical revenue

Increased demand for nonprofit services in the face of increased 
competition for limited funding opportunities

Grant documentation and reporting requirements are 
onerous

Noncompliance, missed deadlines and cumbersome 
processes can result in loss of funding



Time Spent on Grant Administration Activities
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38%

62%

Management
- Communications
- Workflow
- Data / document 

creation, sharing, 
filing

- Task creation, 
assignment and 
oversight

Reporting
Compiling and 
generating data for 
internal stakeholders 
and individual funders

Average nonprofit organization spends 720 hours annually in grant 
administration.

Source:  Grant Administration:  What is it Costing Your Organization?  Retrieved from:  
http://xanegy.com/amplifund-grant-management-solution/grant-administration-what-is-it-
costing-your-organization/.



Grant Administration Processes
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22% organizations 
cite post-award 

performance and 
measurement as 

top grant 
management 

frustration

22% organizations 
specify reporting 
requirements as 

major grant 
management 

frustration

64% of organizations 
are managing grants 
with spreadsheets, 
word processing 

documents and email

Source:  The 2016 State of Grant Management Report.
Retrieved from:  http://www.streamlinksoftware.com/2016-state-
of-grant-management-report.

- Time intensive, manual 
processes

- Subject to formula and 
linking errors

- Inconsistent naming 
conventions and 
document filing 
structures 

- Impedes collaboration 
and transparency



Grant Management Software ROI
Without grant management 
software:

• Spend nearly 4% of grant 
revenue on compliance

• Equivalent to average of 
$30,000 annually

With grant management 
software:

• Show 15% increase in 
revenues

• Reclaimed approximately 5% 
of funds not drawn down 
previously
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Source:  Finding Your Grant Management Software ROI.  Retrieved from:  
http://www.streamlinksoftware.com/resources/bid/152451/Finding-Your-Grant-Management-
Software-ROI.



CLA’s Grant Management Solution



Vision for CLA Grant Management Application
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Sage Intacct: 
the single 

location for 
all grant 

management 
needs

Easy to use 
dashboard to 
access: 
• documents, 
• deadlines, and 
• grant status

Greater 
efficiency in 

meeting 
grant 

compliance 
requirements



Award Administration Requirements

Centralized repository for grant management processes, 
information & data

• Standardized structure with flexible configuration
• Enhance collaboration and communication between finance and 

program managers
• Role-based access to financial information
• Allow for attachment of notes and documents

Facilitate award set up, including assignment of tasks and due 
dates
Automation of financial & programmatic reporting, facilitating 
monitoring and enhancing compliance
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Phase 1 – Foundation or Corporate Grants
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Sage Intacct Grant 
Management
Application 



Post-Award Steps for Foundation Grants
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Award Set 
Up

Monitoring

Close Out

• Final report provided
• Accounting code “closed” to prevent erroneous posting; available for reporting

• Establish new accounting code
• Load documentation:  grant 

application, budget, agreement, 
policies

• Create reporting period(s)

• Establish due dates and deadlines
• Upload grant budgets
• Enter grant revenue
• Create actual v budget reporting

• Links to grant documentation
• Due date / deadline tracking for 

grantee
• Employee time tracking versus 

budget
• Vendor overview

• Budget v. actual reporting expense 
details

• Funding received to date; funding 
due

• KPI(s) to include % grant period 
budget expended



Demonstration of CLA Gant Management 
Application



Grant Manager Dashboard
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Grantor & Related Dimension Setup
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Grant & Related Dimension Setup
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Grant Deadline Tracking
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Upcoming Deadlines!

Completed Deadlines!



Grant Revenue Recognition
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CLA Grant Management Roadmap



Enhancements in Development

Streamlined Allocation 
Management
Federally Funded 
Organizations

• Cost share / match
• Fixed assets
• Procurement 
• Indirect cost rate calculation

Grant Making Organizations
Pre-Award Grant 
Management
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Vendor Relationship Management (VRM) 
Application



Vendor Relationship Management
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FR
O

M - Excel 
spreadsheets for 
date tracking
- Filed paper 
contracts
- Locally stored 
docs on employee 
machines/email
- Inefficient/ 
decentralized 
emails

TO

- Dashboards for 
deadline tracking
-Centrally stored 
documents within 
Intacct
- Open collaboration
- Efficient email 
workflows



Demonstration of Vendor Relationship 
Management (VRM) Application



VRM: W-9 Management
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VRM: Agreements and Contracts
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VRM: Leases
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VRM: Insurance Policies
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Allocation Management Application



Allocations Management

Simplify your allocations process 
Use general ledger data, statistical data (including timesheets), 
budget data, or manually entered percentages for allocations 
Save setups and group allocations to automate your allocations 
process 
Auto-post allocation journal entries 
Maintain original transactions and a complete audit trail of all 
allocations 
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Allocations Management

Perform allocations in three steps
• Calculation
• Balance Query
• Journal Entry
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Demonstration of CLA Allocation 
Management Application



Questions?



Thank You!

Mary Anne Hakim, CPA, JD, MST
Principal, Public Sector / Outsourcing
Maryanne.Hakim@CLAconnect.com
703-825-2120

Kathy Jastrzebski
Intacct Consultant
Katherine.Jastrzebski@CLAconnect.com
571-227-9512

Please Visit Our Team At Booth # XX!



Democratizing Data: Sharing 
Financial Information with Non-
Financial Users
Lisa Stover, CPA, CGMA, CAE| CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP
Keven Truhler| CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP



Introduction

Lisa Stover, CPA, CGMA, CAE
Manager, Nonprofit
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP

Keven Truhler
Manager, Outsourcing
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP



Session Objectives

Identify applicable nonfinancial users 
Determine the most effective method for presenting financial 
information to non-financial users
Select the appropriate tool to provide the financial information

At the end of this session you will be able to:
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Identifying Nonfinancial Users



Nonfinancial Users
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Governance

Leadership
Stakeholder/

Funders

Program/
Budget 

managers



Financial Data to Nonfinancial Users



Needs of Nonfinancial Users: Governance

Governance
• Financial 

performance
• Strategic/high-level 

focus
• Multi-dimensional 

perspectives
• Budget to Actual
• Visual presentation



Needs of Nonfinancial Users: Leadership

• Financial 
performance

• Strategic/High-
level focus but 
drillable

• Multi-dimensional 
perspectives

• Budget to Actual
• Visual presentation

Leadership



Needs of Nonfinancial Users: Stakeholders

Stakeholders

• Financial 
performance

• Efficiency & efficacy
• Multi-dimensional 

perspectives
• Visual presentation



Needs of Nonfinancial Users: Program/Budget Managers

Program/Budget 
Managers
• Detailed information
• Visual presentation
• Performance focused
• Structured/restricted 

views
10



Methods of Presenting to 
Nonfinancial Users



Methods of Presenting to Nonfinancial Users

Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs)
• Identify meaningful KPIs
• Incorporate benchmarks
• Maximize via visual indicators

Data Visualization
• Add visual indicators to financial 

reports
• Select the appropriate technique



Key Performance Indicators

There is no single KPI that is right for every organization
In order to identify what is key to your organization, consider:

• What are our primary risks? 
• What are the primary topics of interest to my audience?
• What are our goals?



Key Performance Indicators

• Information at-a-glance/Easy to understand
• Focus on the most important information/Avoid distractions
• Compare against a benchmark:  Budget or Competitors



Data Visualization

Can be as simple as a visual indicator on a financial report



Data Visualization: Clear Charts & Graphs



Data Visualization: Clear Charts & Graphs



Tools to Distribute Financial 
Information



Live Intacct Dashboards
Leadership & Program/Budget Managers



Tips for success

Gain a strong understanding of the 
needs of your users

Where appropriate, engage the user 
in identifying the tool and the format

Create a feedback loop to 
continually improve the reports



QUESTIONS?
Lisa M. Stover, CPA, CGMA, CAE
Engagement Manager
703-825-2136
Lisa.stover@claconnect.com

Emanuel Reyes
Director of Finance
703-XXX-XXXX
Ereyes@HRCI.org



THANK YOU
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